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California

:".noeles City college tn 19(0-70 successfully
conducted an exnerimental on the "obile 3Avisemeut Center ("TC)
as an effective means of enhancing the extrt and quality of
information on the coldeae reaching lcw-incolme communities. "Ar is
housod in a modified mobile home, 2P feet long and eight fort 'aide,
containing four counseling cubicles, lounge, small library, and bath.
The author discusscs the background, imblementation, findings, and
future of the program. 7C's effectivc,ness 4.irectly nronortional
to: (1) geographical area coverl by; '..C; '2) amount of time c is
in a given arca; (3) number and gaality of personnel working 00 "kr:
(L) frecuencv of visits to each desicratel target community; and ('-)

extent of dissemination to the residents of information that could
come only tror a program like "AC. "TC diminishes le-,)ondency on
chanc, and word-of-mouth communication and brines the college catalog
to the cormunity. Counseling is available to those who otherwise

not have the onnortunity to discuss educational and vocational
"!iC provides an imroltant naranrofessional career service to

those who mall it. Feveral recomm,ndations wero mle: (1) "AC and its
funding should be continued and exu,ndod into other service areas;
(2) brogram details should he reviewed; "?J.: should he introt:atca
into other campus activi4iee; aryl ('I) it shoall comm7inicate with
similar out-rcach agencies. (Cs)
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Preface

As we move from a predominately production oriented society to one
that is increasingly service oriented, the objectives of a mobile
advisement center become more readily acceptable as they become more
clearly defined. One of the most important services of an educational
institution is to maintain effective means of communication between the
community and the institution. At present the means of communication is
accomplished by the following methods:

1. Word of mouth

2. College catalogue

3. Mews media

4. Direct correspondence

None of the above methods ie effective in disseminating information to
black and brown communities where not enough information is possible
by word of mouth, where few ever see a college catalogue, where seldom
is noticed the annoucements via news media, and where residents seldom
bother to correspond with the institution. The 1.1obile Advisement Center,
popularly labled "MAC", has proven to be an effective means of enhancing the
extent and the quality of information disseminated to the low income
comluniLies.

The effectiveness of :?AC in :1isseminatini: information is d.rectly pro-
portional to the following variables within the control of its supervi ion.
These variables are:

1. The Leoraphical area covered by laC

2. The amount of time rAc is present in a given area

3. The number and quality of personnel working on flAC to
disseminate information

4. The frequency of visits to each designated target comunity

5. The extent that information so disseminated is the kind of information
that residents of the'comrunity would not have available were it
not for the service rendered by 1:AC

These five variables ':/-e sufficiently within the control of MAC personnel
to insure the quality of service which can be summarized as follows:

1. MAC tan remedy to a great extent the dependency on word-of-mouth
communication which is always less effective in low-income than
in hi.01 or middle income communities

2. MAC brinu,s the college catalogue to the community with all of its
information made clear to the residents

ci



3. MAC reduces the factor of chance and mere accidental dissemination
of information b,, its systematic procedure of regular visits to
the community

4. In the process of giving information, opportunity for counseling
in made available for those residents who would not have such
opportunity to discuss educational and vocational goal dt4ing
which timely meaningful alternatives are made clear to residents
who have never before realized what alternatives were available

Equally important is that aspect of service rendered by 11AC which provides
for effective public relations between community and college. MAC is the
only tangible link between most of the residents and the college. for that
reason, its visibility in the community has an impact made all the more
significant because there is a vacuum existing between community and college
not filled by the usual means of communication. Last but not least is the
dramatic innovation of new career opportunities made available to an ever
growing category of paraprofessionals. In a service oriented economy, there
is a need to open new careers for those who can give service below that of
a professional level verified by certificates of degrees of higher education.

The best example of the justification of such new careers is the example
of this report compiled by Ron Dyste, a paraprofessional without degrees --
but whose accomplishment is as impressive as could be expected of one with
professional certification. I need only refer the reader to a careful
perusal of the following report to prove that MAC is on the thresnold of
pioneering the effectiveness of paraprofessionals fulfilling responsibilities
heretofore reserved for professionals. Paraprofessionals can render a ser-
vice in enhancing word-of-mouth communication between community and college.
They can explain college catalotues to residents who would never have such
explanation without the service of MAC. These are services which become
prohibitively expensive when confined exclusively to professionals. The
quality and significance of this report, and the work done by student
assistants attest to the effectiveness of ,using paraprofessionals in the
area of rendering service. The major contribution of MAC is not merely the
dissemination of information, nor counseling of community residents, nor
improving public relations between school and community -- these objectives
are so important and so significant that a contribution which facilitates
the means by which the objectives are accomplished becomes indeed the
major contribution of the MAC operation -- the proof that paraprofessionals
can be effective.

Claude Ware
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Author's Introduction

This is a long report. Indeed, it is so long that wr.e readers may

find it necessary to regard it as a book. I hope that no one is unduly

disturbed by the length herein, for what I have attempted is a bit more

than an evaluation, and a bit less than a book. This is a study of the

Fobile Advisement Center -- in this regard it may be considered too short

by other readers -- and I have elected to tre(:it it that way for a number

of reasons.

Cne of them, of course, is to evaluate the proram. however, as the

reader is soon to discover, .:;,C was able to operate for only a relatively

short tine. This has posed some problems for evaluation, chiefly those

re rated to gathering enough data in irder to provide sufficient background

which, in turn, would enable the reader to make sensible and fair judghents

as to the program's viability. Hence the conprenensiveness of what is here

attempted.

Another reason for the length has to do with the concept itself of doing,

course ing in a mobile center set within the current urban scene.

Urbanization, it will be agreed, is causing nen problems. Fart of tLoee

problems include educHting the urban mayses and employing them. Of special

interest here is the disadvantaged communities. For here are found

that special cluster of factors increasingly identified as the culture of

poverty, and whose significance has nore than once boiled over into

massive civi disorder. Yen are everywhere concerned to find new ways of

identifying the causal factors which result in disorder, and of improving

nethods of removin those factors in an attempt to forestall and to end

further disorders -- for good if possible. In this, :AC, and this report,

are a small effort. So, in order to better assess the workability of the

PAC concept in inducing and renovi;rg SOT of the tensions of urban life,

have thought it good to provide a comprehensive report.

A third reason is related to requests of the Coordinatiin:. Council for

Piher Education. They have indicated a desire to have this report include

information as to how others may repiicate the practical anlects of the MAC

counceling concert, no that the program may Lc tr. nsferred elsewhere. To this

end, I have tried to provide readers with the kind of data and information

wAch we would have found useful w'.en we began. I ni,:ht say that we had
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very little to Go on when we did begin, and we made plenty of mistakes.

I hope readers who are Grappling with a similar program will find

the information here useful in reducing the general burdens of toil,

and in minimizing unnecessary error.

2,,

For the above reasons, then, I was persuaded to write a compre-

hensivereport. The report itself now deserves comment. Part 1 contain

a brief review of the urban background which forms the context of I,AC's

operations. This information is included with a eye to providing

the reader not familiar with the los Angeles scene with some perspective

thereof. It is possible too that readers who believe themselves

familiar with the Los Angeles area in fact may have lost close contact

with some of the grimmer aspects of the city. It is noteworthy for

example that since the Watts riot and the evident flow of funds

into the poverty areas under various special programs, many people

have allowed. themselves to believe that conditions have improved for

low incone families. And relatively long term inflation has added

a peculiar urgency to the belief. The rrcent mood across the land

has been to regard the poor with increaring cynicism. 1;o doubt

radicalism and. violence have contributed to this. However, it is

known that where human events arc concerned chanGe proceeds only at

a slow pace, and quite frequently thins tend to get wore before

they ,et better. Thus, since ;11Lust 1965 unemployment in Watts has

increased by 65 J, and the percentages in terns of poor housing,

incomes etc., have faired no better. The data Given throuG!lcut this

report is based on 1960 statistics, and I Lave been assused experts

at the research department of the Yelfare I1rnr.inL CoLncjl that the

fisures are therefore somet biased--.Cirt is on the 'so:: side, for

things have proIably cot worse.

Part 1 also contains brief doscri:tions of :;e:o cf c.icf

Lc thr. ,t(; 15!:e , vnd

2 is concernrd with the actual operT,tion of ?'AC in the field.

Include;! are tables which provide data on wht occurred, and that data

is studied very cer(fOly in erne: to feilitnIt( ;etter _'or

fut.)ro.
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wit.1 characteristics of the p-ople who were counseled, and he will

see what ia-pened to _.any of these people after their interview.

Following Part 3 is a suilmary of the entire report, an epitome

designed both to recap what has gone before, and to provide readers

who cannot road the whole report with its es. ential ,iat.

evert cones the ;_,erera.1 conclusions, which can be read quite nicely

after havin, read the The recor.rernlations come

At the end is a rather long appendix. This is a compilation of

item which are of general interest, an items which will be of parti-

cular interest to others contemploting a similar program. The appendix,

hough long. I would say is as important as the body of the report,

and it should be looked over by readers interested in gaining the

most out of our experience.

Let me add that not only have I attempted to evaluate our proLram,

I have also attempted to provide the reader with a deeper loek at its

experience. The paper may, in this sense, he regarded as an effort to

present the data. of PAC's story in such a way as to provide a roservior

of information and ideas as to how to o about developing sirilar

programs elsewhere. The reader is invited to use the information

herein in any way as may benefit him.

3.

Finally, a personal note. Students are frequently more widely

known for their tendency to opine than they are, for their ability to

collect information, oranize it, and draw conclbsions consistent with

its content. There is much to be said for this view. But here I

have resisted the tendency, though the adequacy of my effort will be

for the reader to decide. The research herein, which :ray be of

wide interest--if only to prove it inadequate- -will be judged carefully.

This I expect. I have attempted to write a fair and honest report,

and any failure to do so is my sole responsibility.
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Urban Background

(1)

It is clear that among other things crowded living, conditions, poor

housing, low income, high unemployment, and low educational attainment

contribute little to happy living. People subject to the living conditions

characteristic of the poverty universe and who, in addition, find that

others--often unbeknown to themselves-- view them as something less than

human, have been known to riot. During the last decade the general

American society several times felt the impact of deep civil disorder

The causes were viewed as many-- from efforts of dedicated anarchists

imbued with an unrefined sense of communist principle actin on orders from

the International, to police practices, unemployment, and poor edcation.
2

2.

In the South Central and East Central Los Lngeles communities, which

together encompass an area of approximately 170 square miles, live over

1.7 million people. The clear majority of these peeple are ethnically

Black and exican American. The hii:hest concentrations of these two

ethnic croups live in 14 communities which are part of the south and east

central areas and which together comprise the worst bhetto districts in

the county. Combined, these 14 communities cover an area of roughly 60

square miles where polulation densities are 4 to 9 times hither than tho

density for the county as a whole.
2

The percentage of all housing units

in these communities which were delapidate6 or deteriorated in 1960 was

24 compared to 9 that were in the whole cok:nty. In the same year,

317, of all fallies living in the 14 communities had an annual income of

less than S4,000 compared to 80.97) of all fa!Jilies in the county who had

irennev of ore than 54,000.4 Unemploy7,,nt in these com:unities, for 1960,

1. The latter three causes are ruled i the Retort of the National
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, New York: Bantam rooks, 1()GO,
p. 8.

2, conptued frog: .1 able ), Item 9 in the appendix. 'i'he relevant data are
extracted fro: rdward Freudenlferc and Lloyd 'itreet, social
3os Angeles CotAty, Research Report No. 21, Research Dept., Welfare
Flannin;7 Council, Los Angeles Recion, July, 1965. table for paces.

3. The fi6ure for the 14 communities is computed from Table 3 noted above,
and the county figure appears in Freudenberc, p. 5.

4. The coru:urtty fi;,ure is again co:1-uted from Table 3, the count:, ficure

is found in Freuden'berc, p. 3.
6
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was 1; to 2 ties the rte for 'C 'e c:ounty.
1

And e,:ucational attainment,

as we shall see, vas strihinly amon, the population livinu in

these 14 communities than among the porulation in the county.

3.

Los Anueles City College, which operated the flobile Advisement Center,

is one of eis,ht community collees which comprise the Los Angeles Com-

munity College District. The district, whose educational services touch

over 4 million souls living in a county which reaches across nearly

900 square miles, and whose assets exceed $119,000,000 of assessed value,

is administered by a recently elected Pmard of Trustees which assumed.

official duties on July 1, 1969. ''he hoard is charged with the respon-

sibility of administering an annual opycratinu budget which exceeds

$130,000,000 and which affects nearly 90,000 day and evening students.
2

The Los Angeles School District, which at one time had administered the

community c1lege district, serves an area of 710 square miles, and ad-

minsiters the operation of over 550 elementary and secondary schools

attended by more than 700,000 students. 3 Clearly, these two districts,

which together comprise the second largest educational enterprise in the

nation, constitute a massive effort in cost and facilities desijied to

meet the educational needs of thereople of Los Angeles.

4.

Indeed, for most people, the educational resources described above

are comparatively adequate. However, for many others, they are not.

In the 14 communities we have Lien discussing, the percentage of population

having acquired an eighth-grade education or less is two to four tines

higher than the correspcndinL figure for the county population. And, for

1. The community figures are computed from data in Table 3 Item 9 in the
appendix, and the county fiuure is found in Freudenber ;, p. 4.

2. Facts about the Los Angeles Community Colleges, issued by T. Stanley
Warburton, December, 1968, pp. 3, 4.

3. Paul Jacobs, Prelude to Riot, A View of Urban America from the l'ottom,
New Yorks Vintage rooks, 1968, p. 217. ISr. Jacobs is noted for his
ability to cause controversy. Quotes from his work do not necessarily
imply agreement with his views, and, in any case, his fi,ures would
seem non-controversial as such.
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the county population, the percentage thereof who had acquired one year

of college education or more was higher than twie the percentage for

the population living in the 14 ccmmunities.
1

In Doyle Heights, a community

located in the east central area, high school drop-out rates approach 50.

The percentage of population which had attained an eighth-grade education

or less (in 1960) was 40.2. Cnly 10.1c/, had attained one year of college

or more. In the Watts community, located in the south central area, the

repective figures were 3:7'.5 and 9.1.
2

And during 1965, in the thee

high schools which serve the south central black communiti(s, two-thirds

of the students who entered dropped-out before graduation. F.:rther,

the average reading and comprehension rates for black students at the

fifth-grade level attending a school in Watts or Avalon was 20/, of the

national fifth -trade average. For rexican American students the percentage

was even lower. In general, of all 16 year olds in Los Angeles, 30% leave

school before jraduation.3 There can be little doubt as to whom the

majority of these students are.

5.

Of farther interest is unemployment. The Kerner Commission makes it

very clear that unemployment and underemployment are persistent and

serious grievances of disadvantaged minorities. It states that the effect

of this on the ghetto, "... is inextricably linked to .., civil disorder". 4

The evidence is clear enough. Compared to a national unemployment

rate of 3.8% in 1966, the rate for non-white males between the Pus of

15 and 24 was 15.9%. The Commission reports that black males between

the ages of 15 and 25 predominated in the rioting. And it notes that

20/: of riot participants were unemployed.5

In Los Angeles the rcCone Commission, reporting on the Watts riot of

August, 1965, stated that, "The most serious immediate problem that faces

1. Once again, the community fi;,ures relating to education are computed
from Table 3, and the county ficlres appear in Freudenberg, p. 4.

2. Freudenberg, pp. C1 and SC 1 repJectively. l'able 3 Item 9, appen.)
3. Jacobs, p. 213.
4. Commission Report, p. 413.
5. Ibid., p. 414.

ci
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which
the liegro in our cor.mAlnity is unmployment--securing and holding a job/

provides him an opportunity for livelihood, a chance to support himself

end his family, a dignity, and a reason to feel that he is a member of our

commnity in a true and very real sense".
1

Of special concern is the 500,000 or so who are classified as "hard

core" unemployed. These are men and women who live in the inner cities,

who lack a basic education, who are without marketable skills, and of

whom a substantial portion are between the aces of 13 and 25. Nany of

these are black males.
2

6.

A final concern in connection with education and employment is the

problem of communicLtion as between the schools and the communities they

serve.

That a covunications rap exists between the schools and the inue

cities is fairly well established. In addition to the comments one hears

about this from representatives in the schools and in the co17-lunity, the

matter recieves supi.ort from published sources. YH 'Thrner heport found

that ghetto residents played very role in formulating educational policy

relating to schools in their areas. That policy, established by pro-

fessionals on a city-wide basis, tended to render the rcsultinr education

for ghetto students largely irrelevant. he drop-oct rates for Los An,e e

and the finding that, "... the typical riot participant was a hi:h

school drop-cut" see:, to confirm this.'

PulPthrr, there wide .relief that minority people living, in tne

disadvantaged areas of Los Angeles distrust their school administrations,

dislike the inferior quality of inetlIwtion anti feel 1.,:lat counseling

is inaderoAe. mete', so snail a percente of school

1. John McCone, A Repot to the Governor's 0oml,iesion on the Los Angeles
Riots, Los Angeles: 1966, p. 38.

2. Commission Report, p. 414.
3. Ibid., p. 436.
4. Ibid., p. 425.
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represent the ethnic majority characteristic of students attending the

schools, plus the fact that the vast majority of teachers in those

schools are frequently lc:'s qualified than teachers in all white schools

elsewhere,
1

gi-ve support to the belief. In addition, evidence shows that

school facilities, textbook quality, and poor teacher attitudes

militate against quality education.
2
Finally, it is increasingly'clear

and widely conceded that counselors are too few in number, that they

are overworked, ill-appreciated, and that some arc unable to communicate

with the students they serve.4-

The Kerner Report states, in sum, that ghetto schools have failed

to provide their students with an adequate education, and that they,

".., often seem unresponsive to the community, communications have

broken down". The Commission concludes saying that, "Now links must

be built between schools and the communities they ser-,re".4 It seems

clear that the image of the schools could stand some improvement.

* }r. Jacobs reports that in Los Angeles, where blacks comprise 207,
of all students in the city schools and community colleges, only
12.7 , of the teachers and 5.2'7, of the administrators are black. And
whereas Spanish-speaking students comprise 18.55 of all pupils in
the schools and community colleges, only 2.6% of the teachers and
1.55 of the administrators are Eexican American. pp. 213, 214.

1. Commission Report, 1). 425.
2. Ibid., p. 429, and ,!33-434.
+ I wac unable to find figures relating to the counselor problem but

my experience in talking to counselors indicates that what I have said
is indeed true. Jacobs, on page 233, shows that counselors must
work under difficult circumstances wherein they have little status,
and are often not adequately prepared for their jobs. And a counselor
at a school in the east central area of Los Angeles has complained to
me that he is responsible for 290 students whom he feels he cannot
adequately counsel because he does not have the time.

3. Commission Report, p. 425.
4. Ibid., p. 436. The two quotes are on this page.
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Fro: the foregoing, then, we have seen that

1. There are massive educational deficiencies characteristic
of the Los Angeles poverty area residents.

2. Eigh educational expenditure by the second largest educational
system in the nation has not overcome those deficiencies.

3. Poor education and unemployment are intimately related to
civil disorder.

4. An exacerbating problem is the breakdown of communications
between the schools and the communities they serve.

5. Related to item 4 is community distrust of school administrators,
and dissatisfaction with teachers and counselors.

6. In conclusion, new methods of reaching ghetto residents to
provide aid in terms of educational need and reducing unemployment
must be found. In addition, new communication links must
be built to overcome the problems of community distrust of
schools and to improve the image of schools in the eyes of
cowl:unity residents.

The Mobile Advisement Center is such a new method. Directly or in-

directly, it meets each of the above problems. Here is how:

1. Fy going directly into the poverty communities the mobile center
carries eduoational and vocational information which pan lead
to school enrollment and ultimately to better employment.

2. The cost of this service is minimal given the use of a new careers
concept wherein specially trained students actually do counseling
backed-up by professionals.

3. Positive counseling leading to school enrollment and employment
can reduce tensions which result in civil disorder.

4. The mobile center is mobile; it provides a radically new method
of reaching persons in need right in the communities where
they live, and by working with existing agencies in the com-
munity, it begins to build a new ccmmunications link between the
schools and the community they serve. And, given its mobility,
it provides this link at comparatively low cost.

5. The mobile center helps to dissolve distrust by being staffed
with persons who are themselves familiar with poverty conditions,
and who a/c ethnically identified with the residents where the
center operates. As a public relations vehicle, its effect in
improving the image of the schools is considerable.

To a discussion of the Mobile Advisement Center, its history and

highlights, we now turn.
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Propose.) and Funding

(7)

MAC (obile Advisement Center) be; an on .;arch 26, 1969 when a
joint proposal involving Los Angeles City College and Los Angeles Trade
Technical College submitted for funding to the Coordinating Council
for Higher ::ducatien. The council as-roved the proposal and authorized
funding under Title I of the 1965 Hi:Jler Education Act to be effective
July 2, 1969. The Los Anreles CoEnlui:Lzv Collen -jr.r:1 of Yrur;:tee::
nnLhorize'' rattchinc funds to the proposal on August 26, 1969.* Program
development began there4fter.

The Los Angeles City ColleLR proposal was written by Er. Edward Rotdn,
then :LssiLtcnt Dean of Counity ',..rviccs. In it n 1,rograr,:

to involve purchase or lemre of nol.ile van c.quipTed with counLclig
cu.icles z-]ti a mail library, and to be staffed :y professional and para-
professional counselors who would share the ethnic identity of residents
living in the areas into which the van would go. Nr. Robin6s saw that
use of students as para-professional counseling assistants had showed
considerable success on the L.A.C.C. ea:4111s in retaining students who
formerly were seen dropping-out during their first semester. He believed
tbat similar success could be obtained by using such students to do
coinseling in the corrAinity. This was a chief feature of the propsoal.

Staffing

Er. Claude Ware, an instructor and counselor at L.A.C.C., and a man who
had won national recognition for his work in developing an effective
peer counseling program, became the program director on September 1, 1969.

After two weeks of search and interviewing, rr. Ware placed on the
project staff Michael Capper, Gene Haskell, and Ron Dyste. These men
assumed duties as project consultants on September 15, 1969.

Mr. Capper was a graduate student of psychology attending California
estate College at Los Angeles. While studying for his Masters decree in
counseling at that school he had done field work in the peer counseling
program.

Mr. Haskell was a graduate cf California State College at Los Angeles,
where he majored in fine arts. He had knowledge in working with visual
aids, and had instructed students in the motion picture arts.

Mr. Dyste was a senior studying urban development and economics
at the University of California at Los Angeles. He had worked in the peer
counseling program for a year as a counseling assistant, and had tutored
students in the Communications Department during the sane year. He wan
instrumertal in first integrating the peer counseling program with the
tutoring program in the Communications Department.

During December, 1969, Mr. Haskell left the project staff for another

41 There was no hanky-panky here. As we saw earlier, the board has assumed
official duties on July 1, 1969 -- only one day before the federal funds
were granted -- and was very bury with its own organization. That it
was able to consider the program when it did is to be viewed with this
in mind.
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appointment. Later during that same month, Howard Browne, a student
of medical technology at L.A.C.C., and a student counseling assistant,
was added to the staff. During January, 1970, Jimmy Aycart, a student
of international relations at L.A.C.C., was added to the staff. Mr. Aycart
became staff's primary Spanish-speaking member.

The ethnic composition of the men working with Claude Ware when NAC
drove into the field for the first time, though of no signal importance,
may be of interest to readers. Michael Capper is white; Howard Lrowne is
black; Jimmy Aycart is Latin-American; and Ron Dyste is Nexican-NorweEian.
All are Americans.

During April, 1969, when the program did move into the field, 12
student counseling assistants were hired to augment the regular staff.

Personnel Duties

Program Director: responsible to the Assistant Dean of Community Services;
responsible for overall guidance of the program; responsible for training
para-professional counselors; provides guidance to consultants in making
community contacts and creating workable relations with other schools;
responsible for budget allocations; provides professional expertise in
counseling for back-up to para-professionals.

Consultants: responsible to the director; drive the van; maintain van's
log; provide assistance to the director in establishing community and school
contacts; provide para-professional counseling; assist the director with
training of additional student personnel; report and schedule, under the
director's guidance, van maintenance; responsible for van interior and ex-
terior cleaning.

Counseling Assistants: responsible to consultant; provide para-professional
counseling; canvass areas in which MAC operates distributing brochures and
schedules; responsible, together with consultant, for van cleaning.

Purposes

1:AC's purposes are as follows:

1. To extend thecounseling services of Los Angeles City College to the
communities it serves. Further, to extend the general counseling
services availab'l in the corunity college district, in the adult
evening schools, and in the occupational skill centers to the com-
munities which they serve.

2. To provide counseling to persons who otherwise might not receive it,
in particular, to people who have drop12.ed-out of hich school, who
live in disadvantaged communities, whose native language is not
.7nglish, and who have not responded to existing communication tech-
niques.

3. To provide immediate access to information regarding opportunities
in education, vocational programs, job up-Ln,ding programs, financial
as!dstance, and career planning.
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4. To provide members of the community with role models in the form
of student assistants who are themselves frequently from disadvan-
taged areas and with whom community members can identify.

5. To prepare community members for further counseling by indicating
the benefits of additional advise available at schools and colleges
in their area.

6. To reduce frustration resulting from excessive referrals by pro-
viding counseling in the individual's immediate and familiar sur-
roundings.

7. To strengthen and improve the image of Los Angeles City College,
the community college college district, tha adult evening schools,
and the occupational skill centers in the south and east central
Los Angeles communities.

8. To create a new communications link between the schools which MAC
represents and the comnunities which NAC serves; will Le accom-
plished by coordinating MAC's efforts with those of other agencies- -
both public and private--and establishiac working relationships with
other schools and community agencies.

9. To increase enrollment into the comxnity collegee, adult evening
schools, and occupational skill centers.

Scope

PAC operates broadly in the south Central (predominately black) and East
Central (predominately Iexican American) Los Angeles comlenities. Within
these two wider areas are 14 specific target districts which have been
divided and regrouped into four major NAC target areas. This erraneement
means that AC would of.erte in an area Yhieh spreads across ro r;hly 60
square miles. As a practical matter, one van cannot adequately cover that
kind of area. Indeed, in selecting the tareet areas, fiat we: not the intent.
MAC, initially, operates in only two districts fro7 two of tLc, tereet
areas i.e., in the 7'oyle 1:eLhts and Iincoln !!ci,hts districts (locatcd in
NAC area 4), and in the Watts and Florence districts (located in MAC area 2).
The major target areas were selected with the future in mind, when MAC can
widen its reach and work in cooperation with similar programs. Map 1 on the
next pace shows these districts and area2 in relation tp one another and
in relation to the entire county.*

* Statistical measures of selected characteristics of each of tl,,:F;c dis-
tricts, and which clearly show why these areas are disadvantaged, apiear
in the appendix as Table 3 Item 9. I compiled these data from Freudenberg,
cited earlier, and from rarchia Meeker with Joan R. Harris, BackL.round
for Planning...196i, which I cite in the appendix. I include this
information to deepen the reader's understanding of the target areas, and
to provide a possible planning tool to others who may be interested in
developing their own programs for Los Angeles.
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Highlights of the Program*

There are a number of features in the program which are worthy of
special mention. One is the seemingly long time span between the day
the proposal was funded by the Coordinating Council, and the day that
mc drove into the community for the first time.

There were several reasons for this, and others planning a similar
project might find them interesting. Firstly, as we saw on page 6, by
the time staff had been hired nearly two and one-half months of the
funding period had already passed. Chiefly, this was because the newly
elected Board of Trustees had scores of items to attend to upon assuming
office at the beginning of July, 1969, and NAC was not a prime priority.

Another reason was the difficulty we had in getting the van. In our
district, as in all, any purchase of major equipment must be accomplished
by inviting various venders to bid on the item. Generally, the low bidder
gets the contract. This we did -- twice. The original specifications and
blueprint, after having acquired estimates for cost which were within our
budget, drew bids which were nevertheless nearly 000.00 above our
budi;et allowance. We were astounded. New specifications were written
(which incidentally differed little from the original) and new bids were
invited. This time all the venders met the budget allowance, and one was
selected to build the van. (This was Education Technology Inc.)
All this took time. Original specifications in the form of a purchase
requisition was received by the district on October 7, 1969. Bids were
first opened on November 5, 1969. When these all exceeded the budget allowance,
and after new bids had been invited, bids were again opened on December 5,
1969. Then, on January 6, 1970, the board approved contracting for
construction of the van. The van was finally delivered on April 1, 1970,
after a two week delay on the original delivery deadline.

We had other problems with the van after we got it. For a day by
day accounting, see Table A and A in the next section of this report.

2.
Another highlight of the program was the role played by students.

It in clear that when students goof people hear about it. It is less clear
that when students have accomplished something important the news gets out.
In our program, students designed the van, wrote its specifications, and
drew the blueprint. Some administrators at L.A.C.C. had to comment; one
said, "Now that's the kind of student power I like." Students also
did the research which led to locating the target areas, and provided much
aid to the director in establishing and maintaining contacts with other
school° and agencies which were to cooperate with MAC. Students wrote the
brochure, and, with the advise of the director, constructed the interview
form. One student designed a management instrument which facilitated
program development, and the same student, along with the remarkable

* A schedule of events which took place between February 14, 1969,
when the Coordinating Council invited proposals, and January 6, 1970,
when the district board approved contract of the van, appears as
Item 5 in the appendix.
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Mary Eileen Janley(of the Publications Office at L.A.C.C.) planned the
very successful open house, which took place on April 2, 1970. And, needless
to say, students bore much of the brunt when things got frustrating.

3.

A third highlight of the program was the change in thrusts through
which the program went before it settled on the aims noted earlier.
In the beginning, the staff. felt a good approach, especially in an
effort to prevent Students from dropping-out, was to cooperate with
high schools. However, after several weeks of discussion, city school
administrators felt that MAC visits to high schobls during the latter's
operating hours would prove too difficult to arrange. The idea was
dropped thereafter.

A second thrust was to attempt to provide a relatively wide variety of
referrals, in addition to doing educational advisement. Once again,
however, the idea did not materialize after discussions with the Los Angeles
Welfare Information Service revealed that such a job would be too big to
handle.

The final thrust, which was adopted, was to provide educational and
vocational information only, and to cooperate with the community adult
schools and the occupational skill centers. To this end, on November 21,
1969, staff presented the Program to the Adult School Principal Association.
The reception was relatively mild from the general body, but very enthusiaistic
from several school principa4s (this was in private, after the general
meeting). Two men in particular showed great interest and considerable
enthusiasm.

One of them, Mr. Ernest Ono, who is Supervising Counselor for Adult
Schools, expressed keen interest. So in fact did the other, Mr. George
Winder, who is Admisistrative Coordinator for Adult Schools.

During the weeks following that meeting these two men worked very
closely with MAC staff; there was considerable exchange of ideas, and
several visits for MAC staff to given adult schools and occupational
centers were arranged and planned. Response to he program at the schools
visited by MAC staff was enthusiastic, cooperative, and helpful. And at
some, arrangements were made to have adult school counselors visit and
work on the van when it was located in an area near their schools. (This
in fact happened -- at Lincoln Adult School, where Richard Malek, head counse-
lor, worked very hard for several weeks in preparation for MAC's arrival.)

4

Another important highlight of the program was the open house.
Staff felt very strongly4that getting people into the van for counseling
might be a real problem. They knew that }AC was going to operate over
a fairly large area -- both in the South Central and in the East Central
community -- and that for MAC to become effective the communities were
going to have to know that ?AC existed, they were going to have to know
what MAC did and for whom, and they were Going to have to have some initial

* The staff, and particularly the author, are indebted to Nr. Anthony
Gordon, went before MAC. Mr. Gordon, a counselor at Contra Costa
College, has been operating a similar mobile center for two years now.
He was very helpful to us when we were developing our program, and
he gave us ood hints as to the response we might find from community
people once we were in the field. He was very largely right. (See the
next section.)

f4.1
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trust in the procram if they were to visit MAC and receive counseling
therein.

17,eaders will agree that this is a publicity problem. To ileet it, staff
decided on a dual strategy: first, to depend upon the MAC operation itself
to build publicity -- indeed, this was believed to be one of our strongest
approaches in building community confidence into the program. Hence, in this,
we would depend word of mouth news spread by persons whom MAC served.
And a corrollary was to depend upon the van itself--its size and conspicuous
markinLs make it exceedingly visible.*

The second part of staff's strategy was to use the mass media. Research
is amply suphorted by common sense in this matter, that most people in the
disadvantaged areas have televisions which they watch and radios to which
they listen. We found, fcr example, that a Communications Commission report
indicated that 87.7% of non-whites in the nation have television sets, and
that 75% of viewers in the poverty areas got their news via television. 1/
In an urban area like Los Angeles, where MAC was to operate, this was
indeed significant.

So the open house was planned to launch the program. It would serve a
dual purpose: sell the program in our own backyard--to the L.A.C.C. faculty
and students--and, sell the program to the mass media.

To these ends four weeks of hard effort were devoted. Mary Eileen Hanley,
Assistant Dean of Publications, and Ron Dyste, MAC consultant, took charge of
overall planning. Mrs. Hanley, who is a dedicated and very competent worker,
planned the open house, the press conference, and the luncheon. She and
her student workers did much to contact guests and send invitations. Nr.
Dyste aidq in guest selection, collected information used to compile the
press kits , and raised $225 to pay for the luncheon.

The results were good. Twenty-five news directors and public service
directors from radio and television cane. Over twenty reporters, cameramen,
and photographers came. In addition, numerous off-campus guests included
thr: district Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, a trustee of the
board, adult school officials, counselors, and instructors. Nearly eighty
guests were served at the lucheon.

The press conference resulted in a 30 minute interview with then L.A.C.C.
president, Dr. Glenn G. G 'er, which was broadcast over EPOL radio; a
7 minute televised news it.4 broadcast over ELEX-TV (in Spanish); several
newspaper stories; and numerous arrangements for news coverage later.

* We were influenced by a finding by the Rand Corporation that of 2000
black persons whom Rand staff interviewed in connection with how these
people found out about the 1967 Transportation and Employment Project,
only 6% said the State Employment Service helped them. 66% said they heard
about it from friends or relatives, and 15% found out by seein& the bus used.
Further, Rand discovered that of 906 persons referred to the South Central
Youth Training and Employment Project, 332', heard about the project from
relatives, 28% from friends, and 14% from people already in it. See pp. 11
and 9 reap. in Rand Corporation, Telecommunications in Urban Development,
Memorandum Rr-6069-RC: 1969.

1 Ibid., p. 16.
+ A copy of the table of contents for this kit aplears in the appendix as

Item 3. This kit was organized and corTiled by rrs. Hanley and her
helpers.
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Also, the media broadcast the /.':AC schedule daily, and presented offers
of additional assistance.* Again, these results were very much the con-
sequence of Mrs. lianley's efforts, and she is to be concratidated.

5.

A further highlight was the cooperative venture with Lincoln Community
Adult School. In this effort a different operating tactic was employed.
Instead of visiting a "cold" location in south and east central Los Angeles
on alternate days , MAC staff in cooperation with Lincoln Adult School tried
to "warm" the location by preparing the people for PAC's arrival. In this,
Jimmy Aycart, Carlos Gonzales, Lupe (;Jlesada, Bob Rossi, and Ron Lyste--from
the FLAC staff--and Richard tlalek, head counselor for the adult school, and
Bob Long, evening division student body president, deserve mention. Yr. Malek
cave much time and worked very hard to consult with tKe MAC representatives
and to arrange for them to speak to the student body at special meetings
which he arranged. One of these was presented in Spanish. Fe also provided
staff with a tour of the Lincoln facilities, and in numerous other ways
aided and abetted nAc staff in their effort to work at the school.

In many ways this was MAC's most successful outing, and we shall see
how in the next part.

6.

A final hi4f.hlight of the program as the contacts made with other schools
and agencies. We have seen that adult school administrators provided much
aid to the program. Partly a: a result of those efforts ?AC staff was
able to arrange to have a particular counselor at each of the adult schools,
each of the community colleges, and the occupational skill center to whom
counselees could be referred. A card was :ivcn to each counselee en which
his name and the name of the aplropriate counselor was printed; a
comment as to what the couNselec vos intere:7ted in was also included on -ftin
card, which, incidentally, was stamped and self-addressed so that the
counselor at s given school could easily notify MAC as to the result of the
interview he had with MACts referral. ThL car, sTrvoc:1 oth as an intreducti,in
for the counsolcc to given counselor at a given :7chcol, os P
by which to follow-up 'on the result of the rcfcral. (This nethod,I should
mention, did not seem to work van, and I discuss the matter in the next part.)

''AC also made contact with all community agencies in the south and cost
central areas by becoming part of the %.1elfare Planning Council's Agency
Executive Committee for each area. MAC was received with consideraUc interest
and several offers of assistance. This was a useful com:tinications link.

* Sec the appendix ltem 2 for a sumary of the publicity. I should note
that use of the media was not as effective as it have been, chiefly
because we had neither adequate staff nor enough tire to keep tabs on
publicity needs.

+ Item 6 in the appendix j_ves a view of VAC's operating. schedule 6urin
the weeks of its operation. A look at the schedules will clarify how
MAC alternated as between the two areas.



The enc.`, !:ommitio- is a community effort Lc tie and fl u:

annrcies tneil)er clnsely Ly their o.-:,cutive staffls into

communication on art eyehall to eyeball basis once each month. Iwo of these
committees operate: one in 'ant Central be Aiveles under the guidance of

rrs. 'orster; and one in both Central Los .1-1ol.es under the nuldinco

of rr. P.:Ibert Lorw rrAr, is associated with hnth :7roups.

7.
This brim's Part 1 to a close. It is time now to look at ACrs ficld

operations, and to let -in to see how effective VAC in fact was An terms
achieving: some ef its stated purposes.

Part. 2 OF-AllUi

In Part J. we took a brief look at the Los An,:eles urban backFround within

which ;r AC operated. In that, we were particularly concerned with the
educational, employment, and communication problems which face rosIdents of

the 11.1 target districts which AO serves. 'Jc: also viewed a history of the

program from the proposal written by dward Rohins, to prw.ram

ow, in this rart, we are going to Lake a careful look at !:AC's ocration

An the field. will study that operotdon on a daily and on a weekly

basis. Cur chief concern is to view the field experience in terns of
numbers of visitors and numbers of persons counseled, and our hope is to
attempt to discover what are the crucial variables which attract.
visiters'ned onunselees so that future operations can be plunnerl with
improved confi deuce and with a view to devecping a rcre clearl, defined
ra'.,ionale as i%n PperatAnc philnsophy. Cur at'empt here then, is to he :in

tc move YAC, on in inoreasirt: scale, out or the exnerintpi muc,

cc our dote allows, nrd into a morn standard mode of operation.

2.

NAC is housed in a modified mobile home built to staff soecifinations
b,r "ducat; an ilechnology Inc. The van is 27 feet long and ii feet wide.
It contains four counseling cubicles (counting; the cab), a lounge where the

library is located, a bath, and a small compartment where files are kept.-
While operatinF; in the field was staffed Py an avera: -e of 7 persons,

most of whom were student canvassers and counselin,:, assistants.

3I Days

Curing the funding period July 2, 1969 to June 30, 1970 rAP, operated in

the field for only 3b working days. For the year September 1969, when

staff was hired, to September 15, 1970, when staff' was plannin for

its first full year of operation, the number of days in the field was

* See the appendix. Item 7 for a fuller discussion of the van and for a
look at its floorplan.

21
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still 34. In other words, during. a time period (the latter) which war

equivalent to the fund'n, priod 1AC operated in the field only 1Z of

all work days excluding weekends and holidays.

Staff was well aware of this on April 1, 1()70.4- After much discussion,

and some disagreement, staff decided that jie relatively short time

which remained made it adviseable to atter4t to operate in such a way

as would facilitate testing as !tich of the tarLet areas as was possible.

The aim of this approach would be to obtain as much data relating to the

effectiveness of the r-AC concert in codnselinb so that operations the

following year could be better planned. (Without undue presumption, staff

was betting on the probability that ;'AC would receive additional funding.)

To provide comprehensive data, then, became a further, an:,: now, a prime

objective. To this end, care was taken to keep a Cmily record of eIcratin

e7.perionces in the form of a lo; maintained by the consultant on board.

In addition, a comprehensivs interview form was developed in order to

enable staff to view the characteristics of persons counseled.' And a

followup was planned whose purpose was to aid in determining how effective

the program had been.

'A Of further interest in this connection is the findinb that durinb the
cane time period i.e., i;eptember 1969 to jeptember 1970, the communit
college district offices excercised considerable influence on the probram's
progress oy spending W of all work days in the period excludinb
weekends and holidays with activity related to obtaining the van,
without which the program could not operate in tne field. AlthouLh
the figure seers exceedingly high, in fact, it may well be low. It in
of great interest that the time spent by the district offices was almost
entirely consumed by leGal and purchasing, procedure, which district
officials could hurry only so much. These men, I mould note, were
well aware of the program's time constraints, and they did what they
could to rush matters. This finding should be viewed with appropriate
concern by others planning a similar program and who rust work within
existing rules. (pates relatinb to these figures are found both on
page 10, the first highli(ht, and in the appendix, Item 5.)

+ ;ate rn which van was delivered by the manufacturer.
A copy of this interview form and an explanation of its ure are found in
the appendix as Item 10/
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Field F.xperierees

The tabie on the following four pales summarize l'AC's field experience on

a numerical basis. Co in order to better understand what occurred in the
field, we are aoira to have to hecrme somewhat femilier with these tables.

The first two, tales A and C, show what happened while in the field on a
dailty basis. The reader will notice that starting fro the left-hand side

of the tables, in reardine the deLe, day, and area of on:; eiven
stop is given. The tables then show the number of visitors who came each
day to each. location, the number cf ?'/IC personnel on board each day, and
what cooperation was received, if any, from store managers, park officials,
and the police. Further, the tables indicate the number of hours spent at
each location, and the kinds of problems encountered dun the operation.

The second two, tat-lee 1 and 2, summarize the CAC operations both on a
weekly basis and in toto. These tables may appear complex at first. sight.
Powever, after a short time in viewing, and after a moment's thought, the
reader will find them quite simple and extremely informative.

For example, labia 1 on page 22, beginning at the upper left-hand corner,
shows the total number of scheduled stops for the -3outh Central (CC) area,
then 'aet Central (7C) area, and finally, for both areas combined. now
each of these totals are columns e, h, and c which chow how -many actl)al
stops for their respective area were made each we* during the nine weeks
of operation. The weeks are listed in a column alone the far left, side of
the page. Covi.r: toward the right now, three more columns appear which
show how many visitors per area and week came to the var. itill further
to the right three more columns appear showing the number of persons who
received counseling came during, each week in each area. Finally, the last
three columns on the right-hand side of the page show the ratio of persons
counseled to persons visiting for each area and week. Along the bottom of
the table totals for all items in each column are given.

Table 2 is arranged likewise, so having mastered Table 1 will make this
table a breeze. A difference in Table 2, however, is that data are
calculated on an hourly basis, and they are therefore more refined data
than those in Table 1.

';:hen the reader has taken some time to view these tables their value
will become apparent. As noted, tables A and B give a day by day account
of the field operations. The reader will therefore find himself somewhat
intimately involved with those daily operations.

Tables 1 and 2, showing what happened during the operations on a
broader basis, will allow the reader to develop some perspective as to the
entire effort of VAC in the field, by viewing the data horizontally
along any row the reader can see what happened during any given week with
respect to number of stops, number of visitors, number of counselees,
and the counselee-visitor ratios, and these things the reader can see with
reference to each area or both areas combined, by viewing the data
vertically down any column the reader can see the differences ih operauin:
experiences as between any two or more weeks. For example, a horizontal
viewing of events during week 1 indicates that 3 stops wee made in each
area for a total of 6 stops for the week, that 282 visitors came by the van,

that 66 for them received counseling for a counselee-visitor ratio of .23.
Or notice that a vertical viewing of the total number of stops each
week add up to 31; compared to the scheduled total of 0 stops. (I am

referring to Table 1.) Tlimilar information on an hourly basis can be
derived from studying Table 2.

The reader is now advised to spend some time studying those tables.
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Area Visitors Staff

( 2Q)

Co-op Hrs at loc Problems
7

4/6 N S73 50 5 4 ?

y 4/7 T EC 24 8 + 4

Y 4/8 W SC 30 7 3L
y 4/9 'Tli',C 22 8 + 4

Y 4/10 Y CC 100 7 + 5

Y 4/11 S EC 56 9 + 5

n 4/13 Id SC Appointment at Washinton fl.S. cancelled by them

y 4/14 T SC 10 6 + 3

Y 4/15 W -IX 14 8 + 3?
n 4/16 'PIS SC Pattery dead; no operation this day
n 4/17 P EC 3 6 + 2 no (Jectrical power

4/18 S Open; no location scheduled

Y 4/20 N :IC 10 5 + 3 no elec power;
Y 4/21 T EC 7 a + 3 drive shaft fails
Y 4/22 W SC 35 5 + 3

Y 4/23 TR EC 10 7 + 3,:t

Y 4/24 F SC 15 8 + 3.1.

Y 4/25 3 YC 17 8 + 4

n 4/27 h EC Heavy rain; no operation battery dead

y 4/28 T SC 50 9 + 4

Y 4/29 W EC 14 7 + 3-7::

Y 4/30 TH SC 35 7 + 3

y 5/1 F i,X 6 7 + 3 no elec cower

Y 5/2 S SC 6o 5 4

Explanation:

y = yes, van operated that day.
n = no van does not operate that lay.
SC = South Central (Black) coin unity.
EC East Central (mostly Nexican American) com7unity.
+ = positive °operation irom host location. Usually involved fri ndly, helpful

attitude from store managers, park officials or police.
- = ne4.ative attitude on the part of hosts.
Lays lost due to van or other: 3

Table A

Daily View of NAC Work
6 Apr throu0 2. May (1970)

4)
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Area Visitors Staff

( 21)

Co-on firs at loc Problems

y 5/4 E SC 25 5 + 4
y 5/5 T 1-:! 14 8 + 3
y 5/6 W SC 25 6 + 4 an Shelves Fall
n 5/7 TH EC Van returned to manufacturer for book shelf repairs
n 5/8 F EC Van at manufacturer
n 5/9 S SC Van at manufacturer

n 5/11 i, SC Van at manufacturer
n 5/12 T EC No location scheduled. Van returned from manufacturer
y 5/13 W SC 40 6 + 4
y 5/14 TH EC 13 7 + 3
n 5/15 F SC School disruption. District closes school. No oper(-tion.
n 5/16 S EC Sears store refuses to allow MAC to stop this time.

n 5/18 I SC Further school disruption. MAC not operated.
y 5/19 T EC 17 5 + 31
n 5/20 W SC Battery dead.
y 5/21 PH EC 12 6 + 2

y 5/22 F EC 18 6 + 2

y 5/23 S SC 75 8 + 3 lights e;o out

y 5/25 M SC 60 7 + 4 flat tire/trans
y 5/26 T EC 17 6 + 3 trouble
n 5/27 W C Maintenance scheduled. Routine warranty check. I;ut no maint.
y 5/28 TH EC 20 6 + 3
n 5/29 F SC Van tire and transmission repairs
n 5/30 S EC Van tire and transmission repairs

6/9 T EC 20 6 3
y 6/11 TH EC 15 6 21r

=

Explanation:

S... .....

y . yes, van operated that day.
n . no, van not operative that day.
SC = South Central (flack) area.
EC = East Central (preJominately exican American) area.
+ positive cooperation from hosts at location. Means store managers or

park officials friendly and helpful.
- = negative response from hosts at location.
Pays lost due to van or other: 12

Table B

Lally View of MAC Work
1 Fay through 11_ Jun (1970),

ci
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Hijotlights of tables A and P are as follows:
/

1. Notice the number/opeofrating days lost due to the weather, schools
problems, or, in particular, days lost due to the van. hook
shelves collapsing, steering problems, transmission trouble, flat
tires etc. played havoc with our schedule. This hurt us. lore
than once we received complaints because we failed to show up at
a scheduled location.* It is significant therefore that out of
47 scheduled stops EAC was able to make only 34 of them.

2. An average of 7 persons staffed the van at the various stops, and
roughly 3 hours was spent at the different locations. The latter
may be dompared to the planned stopping time of 4 hours.

3. MAC received considerable cooperation from persons hosting the
various locations. Indeed, only at three locations out of the
thirty-four visited did our hosts not cooperate. Ibis was, however,
understandable. In most cases the consultant on board sought
permission to park at a given location at the very moment ;AC
arrived at the location. The fact that so little resistance was
encountered seems to show that cer.nnity business o:: were very
resl,onsive to the program, and that the consultants did well in
their public relations efforts. Ls a matt:r c'f j:4t, some of the
store smr:. :s.rk wc.rc so aced natured, and showed so such
enthusiasm about the program that they allowed their personnel to
take time off to investigate the van for themselves. It is liC_Ly
that in ;'AC's ntte. to iprove tc schools' an0 to
improve corrAjty-school relations in f'et hve
that the i.a,c of businesses in the eyes of the schools was
such iTroved. And that's not so lad.

Turning now to tables 1 and 2 we see that some of the hiLhights of the

program during. its total operating time are as follows:

1. In Loth tables the totals for columns h, and i are not equivalent
to the cum of fteir re2pective columns. The reason is tht
althou0 160 persons altogether received counseling, the data in
these tables is compute for 115 persons ior whom we have records
in terms of their interview forms. The 35 missing forms are largely
from Persons counseled in the South Central area, and these were
lost during the follow-up period. (:,ee appendix Item 4 for a
summary of the distribution of these forms.) It needs to be noted
then that the column showing persons counseled per week in the
south Central area has data that does not count 31 people.

2. During the nine weeks of operation 939 people visited the van--that is,

It is clear that the problems we suffered while trying to acquire the
van were to continue after it :s delivered. We do not think that our
operating troubles ar characteristic of what others say expect with their
equipment--certainly,at least, not on our scale--but we rather believe
that ours is a special case, and an instructive one for others. }or
more on this see the apren6ix Item 12.
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939 people stop; .2d ane, inquired as to what NJIC was all about.
In all cases the conversations were pleasant with v isitors showing
considerable interest and friendliness. Even the Black Panthers,
in front of whose headquarters VAC inadvertently parked one evening,
showed enthusiasm. In any case, these visitors came by the van
during 34 stops and 1182, hsuas of field time, suggesting that NAC
is quite effective in stirring up local interest. This of course is
important.

3. During 34 stops 180 persons received counseling, a comparatively
high number considering that NAC could have received better publicity
and was operating without any prior experience on which to operate
with better planning. This also is quite important.

4. During the first 4 weeks 605 of all persons who visited the van
during its nine weeks of operations came, that is, 568 people visited
NAC during 72 working hours for an average of 7.0 persons per hour.
This raises some questions about the nature of those weeks which
we will explore later.

5. During thosr, same four weeks over half of all persons who were
to receive counseling in fact received it, that is, 103 persons
during 72 work hours for an average of 1.43 per hour. However,
as we shall see, this information needs to be qualified.

6. A random glance at Table 2 with reference to hourly visits and hourly
counseling sessions suggests that in relation to !AC's average
personnel staffing sone modification therein might prove economic.
The figures suggest that staff could be cut down somewhat and not
prejudice the operating effectiveness of the program. Indeed, sore
cute might enhance that effectiveness. However, it must be remembered
that the hourly figures are average.; and do not take into account
events where MAC was plainly a dud in terms of attracting anybody,
or events wherein NAC was indeed swamped with both visitors and
people wanting counseling. More on this later.

7. It is clear from both tables that more people visited the van while
it was in the South Central (SC) area than did when it WP.E1 in the
:cast Central (NC) area. On the other hand, more of those who did
visit the van in the EC area received counseling than did of those
visiting when it was in the SC area. That is to say of 620 visitors
in the SC area only 78 received counseling, whereas out of 319
visitors in the EC area, 102 received counseling. This finding,
which surprised us greatly, ia worth commenting on by itself, for
clues as to why this happened, and, further, clues as to where NAC
would be likely to receive many visitors and counselees bear on
possible future strategy. So we will now digress shortly before
reaching conclusions as to NACis op, rational effectiveness in terns
of attaining certain of 'AC's lurleses.
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A Digressi6n

We have seen that one of the interesting. features of tables 1 and 2 is

the striking difference they show in the number of persons who visited the

van while it was at a SC location vis-a-vis the number who visited while it

was at an EC one. A glance at Table 1 columns d and e shows that each week

more visitors came to the SC locations than to the EC locations; alternatively,

more of those visiting at the FC locations got counseled than did of those

visiting at the SC ones, as columns E and h of the same table show.

We wondered why. We were surprised at first to find, as noted, that

even though 620 people visited the van in the SC area only 78 received

counseling, compared to 102 who received counseling out of 319 visitors in

the EC area.

This was of gretA interest to us. What would account for these differences?

Could we control any of the relevant contributing factors? What, indeed,

were these factors? Was there a significant difference in the kind of

locations PAC stopped at ae between the two areas which would account for

the different figures? Was the tine of day at aggivent location type some-

how a factor--if not in differentiating as between the visitor-counselee

results for the two areas, then perhaps in differentiating as between

location types which generally draw high numbers of visitors or counselors?

Or, maybe there was a difference in ap,roach used by the counselors who

worked in the 1-C areas as co:Tared to that used by counselors who worked in

the l.-1C areas? And what about the media? or even the kind of tarc.et district?

We were eager to find answers to some of these puszlinE questions, even

if they wore only tentative ones. For we realized that if we could find cone

of those answers, and locate some contributing variables, then we could

probably plan future operations more effostively.

For example, if we could suggesteven on a sr,all scale Iret'Act-- wich

location types wc.wld le likely to 1ring us a relatively hi,);er number of

visitors per persons counseled, then we could staff the van larely with a

view to doing public relationswhich is a valid efort. Cr, if we could

sucgest which locticn types rigLt birg us a rel.tively r-unseleo-Yisitor

ratio, then we could staff the van to protal:ly do a lot of etutn%clitL .
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And these two schemes, in turn, could well hoar heavily on cost: in the

former instance we could probably rely on comparatively more volunteer help,

say in the fore of students, who would :j_. 1,1y have rowler; ,e about what

flAC is and ''ho could in turn con:mnicato that intollignIce to -v1 7ito; in

the latter instance, cd'ere -cJ chief aim, we would prob=Lbly

want to staff the van with comparatively tore irofessionals and para-profes-

sionals who would naturally be more expensivc. Cr, indeed, if we could

identify the variables sufficiently well which contrilute to attracting

visitors and counselees, and if we could learn how to incrcae the counselee-

visitor ratio to a relatively high level (as we did at Lincoln Adult :;chool)

and raintain it there, then we miht consider eyp.anding the program,

acquiring more vans, and having professionals train more pares- professionals

to do the increased counseling--and at somewhat lower cost.

These comments may sound premature, and bordering quite handsomely on

wild speculation. However, the cornents may not be as curious as all that,

and I mention them only to indicate the practical possiUlities which obtain

in a MAC-like program given a more sophisticated management of its operations.

To return then, we have posed several questions relating to some inter-

esting differences in llAC's field operations and whose possible answers

may bear quite heavily on future operating strategy.

To find some answers, and therewith some clu,s as to which variables

could more effectively control, we need to do a little studying.

2.

An approach to this is to study, for each area, the type of locations

stopped at during the weeks when the highest number of visitors came. We

cr-n do the same thing, for the weeks during which the hiLhest number of persons

receiving counseling cane. We can construct sone broad categories as to

the location types, calculate hourly vistcs for each type, and conpare

the results for each arca against each type of location. can do the

same for location types where the hiLhest numlor of counselees a}; eared.

And by studying the location types in terms of their differences we can

tentitively locate variables which seem to account for the differences, c.nd

from there decide if the variables fall within MAC's control enough to affect

future outcomes with respect to nunl-ers of expected visitors and counselees.
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Table 1 column f (page 22) shows that the hijicst number of visitors

came during weeks 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8. If we look these weeks up on the

operating schedules (see api,endix Item 6) we can find out which types of

locations were stopped at each day. Now, by comparing the latter to the

daily visits (of people) indicated on tables A and B we can know how many

visitors came to each location type in Loth the SC and EC areas.

Doing this we find that during the weeks of highest visitation noted

above a total of 13 stores, 5 parks, 2 housing projects, and 4 special

effort locations+ were stopped at. Altogethor, 24 stops were made,

758 :persons visited the van, and b6 hours were spent working.

Now by examining the weeks when the highest number of persons receiving

counseling (counselees) came to the van, we can arrive at some comparative

figures for each location type in each area. Tables 1 and 2 column i show

that these weeks were 1, 2, 3, 5, and 9. Looking up the location types for

these weeks (or the operating schedules) and relating them to the number of

counselees obtained during those weeks (see Table 1 columns g, h, and i)

we see that 9 stores, 5 parks, 2 housing projects, and two special efforts

locations were stopped at. Altogether 16 stops were made, 115 persons

were counseled, and 64 hours were spent working.
Notice that during only two weeks--1 and 3--did both a high number of visi-

tors and counselees come. We will examine this more carefully later.

Table 2 column f (page 23), which reckons data per hour, shows that on
an hourly basis week 6 and not week 3 had the higher number of visitors.
I have not used week 6 however because during that week only two stops
were made, both of them stores, 7 hours were spent working, and 53 vis-
itors came. The latter may seem like a lot, Lut as the analyFis on the
next page -,lows, this is not unusual for stores. On the other hand,
during week 3 a full 6 stops were made and 20 hours were spent workinK.
Also, the types of locatiens stopped at included those other than stores.
I use week 3 chiefly hrcause in terns of working tire it is more repre-
sentative of normal ol,erations, and also because I wish to rive some
representation to locations other than stores.

4 :special effort locations were those scheduled for a special occasion.
During the above weeks, these locations were at the annual Venice Festival,
the Ecuador Club, the 'Watts IAA Center, and a junior hii_h school. The
latter, where only 15 visitors came--none of whom were counseled--I do
not include in the computations on the following pare.
These two sprcial effort locations were both at Lincoln Adult chool, and
they were the only stops IAC made during week 9.
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Let us now break the forc,j/in(,. totals down into more srecfic data.

In this, notice that I have computed the hourly ratio of visitors and

counselees who came to each lceation type. Takin visitors first we have:

South Central (SC) area

5 stores 300 visitors 21 hours 14/nr
2 parks 45

,, 6 it 7/hr
1 hous pro 35 3

,, 11/hr
2 sp effrt 125 9 /

u 14/hr

East Central (EC) area

8 stores 183 visitors 28, hours 6/hr
3 parks 23 tt r)-.. " 2/hr
1 hous pro 14

H
3;.

Pr 4/hr
1 sp effrt 18 2

, 9/hr

Turnin,_ now to the breakdown for the nula,cr of councelcef: cane to

each location type in each area we have:

South Central (SC) area

5 stores 34 counselees
2 3

1 hous pro 1

East Central (EC) area

4 stores 41 counselees
3 parks 9
1 hous pro 7

2 sp effrt 20

6

3

16L- hours

"

rl

2.50/hr
1.05/hr
2.00/kr
3.(:3/1,r

Ca clearly ::Low in rich l'ADY0 yo.y 1.1c,y C.f7'erent

the oreratinii e)4eric,rocs n tc-, two arcas in tcs of Of

vi:A.4.7 and counbelees who care to the vim. The hourly ratio:,, which

help to facilitate corarisons where the number of stol_s at the location

types differ as betwern the two areas, seen to show that apiroxin:Aely twice

as many visitors as came to each location type in the EC area care tc,

the correspondin location tyle in the SC areas. l'urther, the

to show anyy;.cre from to 6 ar vecTle rce,::ivcd eonn;:eli:H;

at eaoh location type in the SC arcas received ccunselin, the corres-

pondinG- location tyl.e in the EC areas. However, as the intellif_cnt reader

will readily recoLnize, these differences would hold true if and only if

everything involvedfrom people, location tyie, tie of day et alwere

precisely equivalent i.e., if all factors were equal. This of course is
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not the case. Indeed, were it so our task would end here, and LAC would

plan future operations with an eye to doing vainly rublic relations in the

LC areas, and counseling in the LC ones. Happily however, neither is life

so sinple nor of so little interest, and we are encouraged into further toil.

5.

The reader will recall that we are here searching for variables which

fall enough within LAC's control to facilitate improved planning as to future

operations--in particular, operations with regard to location selection and to

increasing the number of visitors and counselees who come to LAC.

let us now examine the proceeding data in terms of the following variables:

1. Location characteristics: this refers to kinds of stores stopped at,
their goods for sale, parking space, geographical setting, visibility,
possible nature of shoppers; or it refers to parks, their location
and facilities; or to housing projects and their general nature; or
to the nature of the special effort location in terms of type of
activity, preparation for LAC visit, and probable number of visitors.

2. Hours at location, both the number thereof and the tine of day at
the location. This also would include the day of the week of the step.

3. Frequency of visits, both to the same location or within the same
geoL:raphical area.

4. iiature of information eing di; sominated--was it the eople need.
5. bature of staff on board the van, the approach they

Fefore proceeding however, we must overcome a problem: it is the fact

that only two out of eight weeks we have taken data on are idetdtical it

terms of being weeks during which loth high numbers of visitors ami counselees

came. The difficulty is less with these two weeks i.e., week.] 1 and 3, than

with the remaining ones, ior it is clear that any attempt to locotr differ-

ences between the location types in terns of numhers of vioitoi.- ;1.116 cunselees

they drew requires that we match those types as ruch as ios.

Wo can overcome the difficulty by examining weeks 1 and 5 a.a.i:o't the

above variables, then examining the other weeks with the exc,:jon of week

9 where only two stops were rwde, loth of which were in thr. Fd are, and

Loth of which were quite special. This we will do an we go alcmt.

6.

location Characteristics:
a. stores; there were consider: ble differences between the:,0 .n

areas and those in the 7.:C ar.ar. The former's stores y,,re u;:ually,
very large multi-puflose stores where a variety of ie.' .are so/d.
Two of them-- ',:hitefront and k-: ,,art-- were 1 occtc d at shopiing
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centers where parkini; epace was ample and visibility (of the van)
very food. It is not surprisinu therefore that these stores broufht
::AC rany visitors and many counselees. Part of the explanation pro-
bably lies in the fact that while at these stores PAC was likely to
intersect eany shopers who were seekieLr different Loods from gro-
ceries, clothing;, to appliances and auto accessories. The two 1.-irre

stores in the a: area noted were visited during: week 1, which
brought D.AC Meb numbers of vieit(ne and counselees. The other Sfb

stores were urocery markets, and althowjh these had parkin :,

eTaees conn=ed to the PC me,r1:ete, the spaces were smaller than those
of the eulti-puri)ese stores, and so, aceordinely, was the visibility.
P.t these smaller e}erkete LAC won likely to intersect a fewer number
of visitors who caee for only one kind of co cejty--focd--end of
course tle of the vae wee reduced alee. These markets
were stepTed at durine all wee da;:s and tore were save. dir*'ero. re
in Of Or 0 us the. yarioue lore on this
later.

The EC stores were all grocery markets havinL. comperetively
smaller perkin6 spaces. This reduced van visibility. There 1;-.s

tint :tri,pid et on
pril 11, 1(-)7u. Mt to :'et= to in u.r'ete, it is

t u e were inC,e,c267,nts with only one chain repreeented,
which sues ',:a.feway. The indepudente were ienerally located in the
local district of the business area, and wan one of many stores all
doing a variety of business. learned, for exaiple, that the

Puy independent in -oyle HeiLhts was anonli; 35 small oeteblih-
mirnls located alone that "local" district of Pree;:lyn .'.venue. Thet11,

boot 1.:6 i tores per leck! 1/ 'The result of this to have
been to split up the potential visitors to hAC by way of ci.o.;i:erc
sir;" to many different eeteree to fill their needs--incluelinu to
Si all grocery stores sellirif specialized foods peculiar to the hex -
icon Anerican diet. This reduced the number of ehoppers ;AC would
(and did) intersect while at the markrte.

Of further interest in this connection is shopler preference
to any given store. The tiC ones were often located outside the local
residential area, and it seems likely that any diseetiofaction
residents mi,ht have with local merchant practices 2/ combined with
the size and variety of foods sold at the lar.,er etc,res wade tee
latter preferable to shoppers. ''hey were probably to o a
few miles. And of course the hi, er nur:iTc/ of visitors to IAC at

1 i'rederic D. "..:turdivant, "Pusince; and Y.exican :.merican Community",
California i]anacement Review, XI !:o. 3, 4rinc, 1969, p. 75. r. Aurd-
ivant does indicate that shoppers in the Wetts coo unity do leave the
local area to do shopping, and that a major reason is diseatisfeetien with
the local mcrchnts.

2. Ibid., p. 76.
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the very Mores. in the iC arca N.Irort (r1 the other
hand, shoppers in the EC area, who seem to Le quite satisfied with
local merchant practices 1/, do most of their shopping locally--as
noted-- at many different stores and markets. Only for clothing do
1:exican Americans seen willinE to travel outside their local areas. 2/
When they do, they usually go downtown or to the Gears tore, which
IJC visited. At that store FLAC received high numbers of visitors and
counselces during its stop there during week 1.
In sum then, it appears that going to stores and mprkets draws

many counseleers and visitors, and support to this is given in the
data on page 29. The difference in the hourly ratios of visitors
as between the area location types seems partly accounted for by
the store differences we have discussed here. Why core persons
who did visit the EC stores got counseled than those visiting the SC
ones is not clear. Other variables not taken into account here
probably play a part. What we cannot say with r.uch certainty.

b. parks; the SC parks were generally large and well equipped with
recreational facilities, and handsomely carpeted with'very green
grass. The EC parks were.equally well equipped and greenfrom what
we could see, but they seemed to be spacially smaller and somewhat
more isolated. By this I mean that an SC park- -such as Will Rogers
Park--was often located off a main street whereas the EC parks- -
such as Lacuna were generally locae,ed within a local residential
area. The difference in drawing power between the parks in the two
areas ray partly be accounted for by this locetional difference.
In neither area did the perks seem to draw many visitors or coun-
selees, as data or. page 29 show. It would seem likely then that
from the standpoint of attracting visitors and counselees, parks
are considerably less effective than stores or, as we shall see, other
location types.

c. housing projects; these were broadly similar in both areas. They
wre characterized by rectangular spacial arrangements as to the
housing units, with little opportunity for a van the size cf
to park at a fairly visible spot. However, nany people eecned to
be walking about, and this together with the student canvaseing
that wre done, would seem to surgcst why results in terms of drein;:
visitors and counrelees were better than at perks. (See pree 29)
Operating at these housing units eie_ht usefully be continued to
see if a standard visting schedule might not increaee the results.

d. special effort locations; these differed as between the two areas.
in the OC arca the Watts Art Center wee virited, and 50 visitor&
care Burin,- 4 hours. However, few of theee received counoeling.
!AC attracted much attention, and evidently only arcueed a lot of
curiosity. The SC crew also took to the Venice Festivel where
75 visitors came, none of whom were counseled. In the area two
seecial stops were made, one at the Ecuador Club and one at lincoln
Adult Gchool. Prepara-don for :AC's arrival in terms of raking
prior arrangerents and making announcements as to !AC'e pureose
seemed to work quite well because rany couneelces care ae a pro-
portion of vicitors. Preparetion of thin, sort wee made neither at

1. Sturdiv;Int, p. 75.
2. Ibid., p. 75, Table I.
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thc ether special locations, noi at any other location type.
The -results, especially at Lincoln :Ault School, would seem to
imply that preparing a location for ii.tr's arrival red ices the number
casual visitors and increases the number of persons who come
actually preparnd to be counseled. This of course is what miLht be
expected. And preparation would seem crucial in terns of incrcasing
the counselee-visitor ratio.

To summarize, our data cice;est that on the basis of AC's
experience special effort locations where prior preparation is
employed draw the highest number of counselees and have the highest
eounselee-visitor ratios. Stores are the next best bet in these
terns, and are the test bet in terms of attracting numerous visitors.
Housing projects cc*.e next, with a suggestion cf additional effort
at them; parks, overall, seem to st,w the loast iromise in terms of
both attracting visitors and counseleen. It mu at be noted however,
that these conclusions ar: tentative--our sample is so small--and
arc offered only as sutgetive of where ;.AC can go miven where it
has been.

111f3 at Location:

a. stores; in general, botYeen 3 .end 4 hours were spent at the vrioti
stored, with t} erceptiQn of ::tore:) visited Cn Saturdays, wcri 5
our were spent workina. The stores were vinited tetwe:n ahout

4 FM and S FM using weets'ai,r, al.6 11,71Y n nrril and 5 n during
Saturdays. Mondays, Fridays, and Saturdays showed the best results
in terms of attracting people.

. parks; all of these in both ares r'7:.

br,twf:s(n 4 7 about 3 to P.nd ',:ootiv 4

hcui'n were cent werkinG. The fact that . 'e pir's iii not to

Crriw many visitors or counsclees may well to partially due to ttsie
working hours. So;-,e weekend stops ..iht chance the figure: quite
a lnt, and they niLht not. 'nether MAC will attempt to explore these
locations Ourin7 weekends is much a matter of judLenent on the part of
ay.a;ement' as it wei:hs other. alternatives ;,iven its time costrairts

c. ho.sing projocts; tte sac arran,roni rd to hours at the iroject
with the parks. All housinE-t projects were visited during

we-ik says so weoend efforts miht chance the figures with respect
to increasing the nunter of visitors and counselees.

d. special effort locations; days and hours are generally the same as
for parks and housing projects. That results, especially at Lincoln
:Ault school, were no Good shows that LAC has plenty of potential
for making the :.ost of week day operations.

Freoveney of Visits: Only three locations were visited more than once.
however, the given target district was returned to frequently, even if the
location therein differed from stop to stop. ]AC's aljearance in the
neighborhood did becoe noticeable after nine weeks, and many co; ments to
this effect suplort this. It is likely that with a longer operating; time
MAC will indeed ihprove on its public relati ns, its neijftcrheos iliarity,

and, as it becomes lettr no,:n, on its effectiveness.

.1
4'
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I;ature of Information Ils:cminated: this was information relating. to
iducational and vocational opportunities available at tie community
colleges, adult evening schools, and occupational skill centers. Also,
information relatir.. to financial aid was given from ti!-.e to tine.
The nature'of this information did not vary as between the two areas
or as between different location types, except, of course, insofar as
the content of educational programs being offered in schools within
the two areas nay have differed. As to whether the information was of
the kind needed by community members, we may assume that it was given
that in 90 of the interviews a r,:cerral was made, implying that in
fact an educational need was determined which could he net by an
appropriate school (see Part 3 page 41).

Staff on Board: althou01 not entirely the case at all tires, the crews
working in the two areas were composed of persons who shared the ethnic
identity of residents living in the area served. In this the two crews
were well matched i.e., the bulk of persons working in the SC area were
ethnically black, while the bulk of those working in the EC areas were
of lexican/Latin American extraction, and

Some difference in approaches used in servinL, the two areas were
observed as between the two crews. For example, the relatively high
number of persons who came to the van in the SC locations, esrecially
at the large stores, made it somewhat unnecessary far the crew there to
actively solicit counsoiees. Cn the other hand, the EC crew did much
at all locations to involve people with FAC. Quite frequently staff
members in the EC areas actually accosted passer-yes to tell them what
PAC was, and to invite them into the van for a talk. Anyone showing the
least inclination as to desiring the kind of information 1.1..0 disseminated
war coaxed into the van. In this a labor division was worked out.
Some of the staff did the approach and initial talking, and if the
visitor showed interest, the staff member would walk the prospective
counselee over to the van where he was introduced to another staff member
who in turn did the counseling. Further, in an effort to draw attention
to the van, frequent announcements were made over a public address
system on board. This, incidentally, was also done in Ole SC areas.
however, in the EC areas a further interest arousal technique was
used i.e., music germane to local tastes was played over the 3A system
between the announcements. In addition, in the EC areas, as night he
expected, announcements and the majority of verbal exchan;,e between
staff and community members were conducted in Spanish. This nay have
been of considerable importance in terms of attracting. counselees, and,
together with the other approaches used by the EC crew, may provide at
least one hint ar to why more persons received counseling in the EC areas
than in the SC ones.

In this connection, and in addition to the sheer interest generated
by the van--which was a factor in interest arousal in both areas-- at
least three factoas are noteworthy: firstly, it is probable that a higher
percentage of all visitors who inquired about the van received their
initial motivation to do so from the staff member who cane to him with
the information - -this of coarse in the EC areas; secondly, as a result
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of these staff efforts it is likely that people were inclined to
respond to this rather personal mode of approach favora)ly--indeed,
one individual in the EC area came two blocks to the van only because
he wished topleee,-, the canvasser; and thirdly, the cultural rein-
forcement inherrent in speaking Spanish probably did much to
encourage trust and break down those common barriers between srangers-
embarassment, shyness, and aloneness. 1/

This is not to imply that similar cultural reinforcements are
non-existent in the SC areas. Clearly, to anyone familiar with
the vernacular of residents living therein, or with their dress
and behavior mannerisms, sug esting that black residents are w.thout
cultural characteristics which might encourage them to investigate
VAC is utter rubbish. However, what is suggested here is that
these cultural reinforcements were not taken full advantage of
by the SC staff in combination with a variety of interest arousal
techniques. And this seems to have not happened because of the
relatively high number of visitors uho expressed an interest in
VAC, and acted on that interest, on their own.

In sum, it appears quite yossile, even somewhat probable, that the
approach as used by the area crews, cepecially that of the EC staff,hinte
as to why the difference in total numbers of persons who received
counseling in the two areas. Were the SC staff to become more actively
involved in a more direct and personal approach in contacting
prospective connselees, or in simply cenversine; with visitors, it is
possible that a hi: her number of visitors ; i ht also become coereelees,
tereley incoasinL- the coenseleo-visitor ratio. This cone union
is - -an have "teen the others- -only tentative.

Yrori the ination it would seen clear that rAc in fact can

excercise some influence on the proLran by dealing effectively with

the variables discussed. On the basis of thr, fcreecie,7

the ftaloinc t IAC's to r-Ttrol

ivon :em f.jr if tentative:

1. cJ-.ch of the five variables i:tplird in thc
data on pLe 29. 'Thus, albeit VAC cannot change the location
characteristics, VAC can select locations wiose characteristics
in turn seem to facilitate goal atteineent. VAC has. los;;

control over its opeeatine hours given thr part-tine nature
of its :3taffirv, worin. hours i.icht usefufly show more
flexibility. Yrceuency of stops can be controlled, particularly,

1. ;1,Iardivant, pp. 75, 76. ?-r, Sturdivant indicates that in tLe
areas studied by him 99, of all grocery shopping and 67,t of
all furniture shopping it: done locally. An important factor in
this he says, is the cultural Icinforeceent and concueer satis-
faction fcund in the Spanish spol-:ce by merchants and in the line
eo.r they ee13.
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with respect to arranging a more standard operating sche-
dule. This would seem quite possible given that AC will
be able to operate during a complete year in 1970-71, The
naturs of information can be directly controlled and so
far the information disseminated indeed seems to be in
demand. However, PAC could expand its reach in terms of
informational sources on hand, especially by exploring as
yet up-tapped areas of service e.g., service with regard
to veterans. The situation among the latter--to the inform(
is quite serious, and 1AC is currently planning ways to
work veteran counseling into its program. Finally, -die
staff on board can be controlled, more or less, with rc.s.pect
to ethnic composition and quality. In this, staff might
usefully he reduced or adjusted to meet visitor and coun-
melee expected to core to different location types.

2. kAC can probably increase the counselee-visitor ratio by
attempting. more special effort stops of the kind done at
Lincoln Adult School. These stops would include prior pre-
paration. At stores the ratio might be increased by allowin
a somewhat reduced staff to take greater initiative in
approaching and talking to people. A tape recorded announce
nent of V.AC's purpose broadcast over the on-board IA system
might relieve staff fron this function, and free it do
spend core time approaching shoppers.

3. 1AC could staff the van with numerous stu&nts workers and
volunteers and do a considerable public relations effort at
specie]. festivals. Not much counseling might be expected
at these--gi.ven past experience- -but of course we could get
surprised.

4. Stores might be visited on weekends, with other location
types visited during the weekdays. This might economize
on the staff effort by adjusting staff's number to meet
expected numbers of visitors. Results show that LAC can
expect good turn-outs at stores especially on weekends and
at other locations during the weekdays e.g., Lincoln Adult
School.

Conclusions

To return from our digression now, let us attempt to draw con-

clusions which sees consistent with the 'indingo of this part of the

report.

As we have seen (from Iart 1 pages 0 and 9), among :'AC's lurposes

were to extend school counseling services into needy communities, to

improve the image of the schools within the cosgunities served, and

to create a new ceeeenications link between the schools and a.encies

and conTunity pen' .cr inside the tar,.et areas. In this veLard,
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as we smw from tables P. and P, it is likely that NAG indeed has begun

the important task of developing communication with businesses and

park officials, and also with other agencies through the ':ielfare

Planning Council. That PAC recieved overwhelming support from the

businesses with which it cooperated, the schools and parks to

which it went would seem to support this.

In terms of extending the counseling services available at tne

various schools it seems likely that the 10 persons receiving

counseling in only 34 days indicates that this was indeed accomplished;

more important is the enormous potential implied by this finding.

Also that in those 34 days 939 people came to the van and

spoke with personnel therein would seem to suggest that 1,AC was

instrumental in improving the images of the various schools served.

Comments from counselees (see Part 3) plus the cordial nature of

visitor reactions to the program seem to sugtest this. Noreover,

that ;'AC in fact came into contact with so many ;eople seems to

indicate that its mobility is indeed a crucial factor in terms of

stirring up local interest, and in terms of intersecting large numl.ers

of people at comparatively low cost.

Cur digression, and our conclusions therefrom, seem to suL;gest

that a more refined approach in terms of operating the program is

indeed possible. These matters irprove considerably on the prorsm's

viability by indicating that a planned and rational approach to

accomplishing mobile counseling can increase the effectiveness of

the operations, and of the results. In this regard, our digression

may be viewed as a modest and very early attempt to sugest a

methodology for evaluating proL,ran progress and planning it future

node of operation.

2.

It is time now to proceed to Fart 3 where we will examine the

findings with respect to the success of ?'AC during the field opera-

tions described in this part.
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./e have seen that 3,1 days of field experience brow ht 11C. 160 persons

counseled. In this part, we will examine the characteristics of these

people, we will see what happened to many of them, and we will look At

comments which many of them made abc,ut the VAC pro-ram. Idthou the

reader will find this an agreeably short part, its siunificance in terms

of AC's potential will be important.

Characteristics of Counselees

The tables on the following two pages summarize these characteristics.

Eichlihts of these tables worth mentining are as follows:

1. The sample for each item varies between a total of 145 and a
low of 126 responses. This was due to two reasons: firstly, out
the total of 180 persons who received counseling and on whom
data was collected on the interview form, 145 were able to be
examined. The othar 35.persons could not be examined because their
forms were lost during the follow-up period (see appendix Item 4 for
a summary of the follow -up distribution of forms). The second reason
is that not all respondents answered all of the items on the inter-
view form. This was due partly to the unwillingness to answer
some items on the parts of some respondents, and partly to the
relative inexperience of some of the para-professionals in asking
the questions.

2. The ethnic group distribution cearly shows that NAC hit the target
persons who were considered important and in need of LAC's service.
56 of these people had attained an education of 10-12 years of
school, and 81'70 of the measured group (xpressed a desire to
accomplish a trade school education, a two year college educatimn,
or a four year college education. A qualification of the ficures
here is that many respondents who expressed a desire for a trade
school education were marked on the interview form as desiring
a two year college education. The sere often occurred in reverse:
those expressing a desire for a two year college education were
marked on the form as wanting to attrid a trade school. The chief
reason for these discrepancies is the special case of los Angeles
Trade Technical College, which many considered to be a two year
college at times, and a trade school at other times.
A high percentage of the respondents were married, indicating that
MAC serves an important service in terms of aiding adults in
seeking job improvement programs.

4. The clear majority of respondents for which data is tabulated were
males. A qualification, however, is that many of the respondents
were Latin American males, a group not often paid attention to.
The good result involving Latin Americans is due largely to the
efforts of Jimmy Aycart, who is himself Latin American, and who
is a LAC consultant.

5. Although the majority of refferals are indicated as having teen to
a junior college, 40% of the referrals were to adult schools and



Characteristics of lersons Interviewed

Table 4
N=145 Sex

SC EC T % of Total

MALE 24 68* 92 63

FEMALE 23 30 53 37

Table 5
N.141 Ethnic Group

SC EC T % of Total

Black 41 1 42 30

Nex Amer 1 58 59 42

Latin Amer 33 33 23

Other 1 6 7 5

= =

Table 6
N=134 Education Completed

SC EC T of Total

1-6 yrs 14 14 10

7-9 yrs 2 10 12 9

10-11 yrs 14 10 32 24

12 yrs 17 26 43 32

1 yr Col 8 15 23 25
or more

(79)

4 This obvious disproportion is partly accounted for by the
very high percentage of persons interviewed who were froal a
Latin American country. Of the 68 males interviewed in East
Central (EC) Los Angeles 26 were Latin Americana; of the females
7 were Latin American. In other words, of the entire EC male
sample, 33;4 were from a Latin American country.

That so many persons interviewed were Latin Americans is
accounted for by the fact that several times LAC visited a
special interest cultural club whose reUers were latin

arA



CharactLristics of Persons Interviewed

Table 7
N= 131 Education Desired

SC EC of Total

N.S. 4 9 13 10

J.C. 12 20 32 24

4 yrs Col 14 22 36 27

Trade Sch 8 32 40 30

Other 4 6 10 9

Table 8
N=130 Ierson Resides:

SC EC % of Total

by himself 6 14 20 15

w/parents 15 29 44 34

w/spouse 11 39 50 39

other 5 11 16 12

...= ...........=..
Table 9
N.I26

Referral Action

SC EC of Total

Occupational Cnt 8 17 25 20

Adult School 3 22 25 20

Junior College 19 47 66 52

Other 2 8 10 8

=12.=.=======.===..=.=.7-=.=.c==.

( 40)
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the occupational centers, indicating that IIA.0 indeed provides service to
a variety of educational resources. Of further interest is the finding
that 25% of the measured respondents had attained one year of college or
more, sug;_estim; that IIAC can serve persons who otherwise might be
considered not in need of advisement.

Follow -up Results

The results of the follow-up, which sugLst the real success and

p6tential of ',AC, are epitomized on the next table. Righlichts of these

results are as follows:

1. Out of the 180 persons coun eled 98 were contacted in order to
determine what happened to them as a result of the interview.
The other 82 were not contacted for various reasons: Goe could not
be reached at all; some could not be reached after repeated attempts;
sone could not be reached because their interview forms had
been misplaced; and others, who could still be reached, were not
contacted because we were short of time. A summary of the follow-up
effort is found, as noted earlier, in the appendix as Item 4.

2. Of the data collected, 90% of the counselees had a refferal made,
sugTesting positive results accrued from the interview in terms of
establishing an educational need which could be met by a liven
educational institution.

3. Of the referrals made 28% of the counselees actually went to the
suggested institution, and of these 38' cot enrolled. Although the
raw figures are small, these results suggest that YAC has shown
considerable promise and shows considerable potential. A qualification
is that these people were interviewed during April, Yay, and June
when enrollment was generally not possible at most schools. And
the follow-up was conducted during the e:rly summer weeks when many
persons who had been interviewed had not yet taker, the opportunity
to investigate the referral. That of those who had not
investigated the referral said they intended to seems to tear
this out. Whether these people will in fact investi6at the
referral we cannot say; still less can we sny how many of these
will become enrolled. Probably a further follow-up will 'cc ittc:p-ccd
on these people.

Comments abut

The table on the next page shows that of the 9h persons on whom
a follow-up was conducted 92'7, said they found the interview useful. A

non-random sample of 60 of these yerscrig suoests in what way t:,e i .ter -

view was found useful.
26 of these comments specifically referred to the role 1:AC played in

briwjng information about schools (!ircctly into the co7:,unity, vhere it
vas vi,ved as needed. 27 r-rons rentioned that iAC had provided them
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Table 10

Persons Counseled Cn Whom Follow-up Was Completed

N.98 Was a referral made?

SC EC T rA of Total

YES 20 60 88

NO 8 2 10

90

10

N=88 Of referrals made, how many went ?

SC EC T -If Total

YES

NO

8 16 24 28

20 44 64 72

N=24 Of persons who went, how many enrolled? *

SC EC T ",r, of Total

YES 3 6 9

NO 5 10 15

38

62

1;.64 Of persons who did not 6o, how many intend to?

SC EC T of Total

YES 16 32 48 75

NO 4 12 16 25

=====================================w===============

1t.98 Did individual find NAC interview useful?

SC EC T 'if/ of Total

YES 33 57 90 92

NO 3 5 8 8

Sec pa6e for a qualification of this.
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with either no'' or r,:nowed motivation in terms of doing something to
enhance tneir livo. 0 individuals said te.t ven ten some
diroetion in ter-n of what could done with their lives, and 4 of these
said 11AC had been responsible fJr them either staying in school when they
were considering dropping-out, or returnint, to ccl.00l after once having
dropd-ont. Alto,_,Aher, in one context or another, 32 people said
FAO provided the co unity with 11:-..e:ed iafori;ntion about schools and
other educational opl'ortunities, and 30 said IAC had iven them motivation
to improve their lives in terms of seeking and acquiring; moro educational
or vocati nal training.

On the negative side, 8 persons said that !:AC had not Leen of much use
to then. Three of these coaplained that infor::c.tisn promised to then
by 7.:AC personnel was not cent, one said that the interview advise was
too vague, another said that he care for the interview only to satisfy the
student canvasser, one complained that there was too much time between the
first contact and the follow-up, and the last said that student interviewers
should be better informed.

'xamples of some of these comments are below:

"I liked because of the hope it gave me."

"EAO helped me get information about college. The follow-up should
to continued in order to keep track of people."

"Kerp up the good work! 1.',AC cave me a chance to study into a new
career."

"LAC is great! I found out I could go to college." (This person went
for an interview at L.A.C.C. on July 15, 1970.)

"1AC is something -- community needs it for spreading information."

"':IC ought to be better informed about exactly which schools to to."

"YAC people seem to know what they are doing."

"flAC useful? Oh, yes, yes -- I found out I could o to a junior college,
and 1 receivee, notivational support."

"; :AC people were polite and u:.eful in information. Will enroll
in the fall."

"I was impressed with the proLram, and was glad to be followed-up -
people care."

"Ga-,e me direction and inspiration."

"TAO encouraged ne to learn English." (Said in Spanish.)

"Very, very good for giving the community information."

"I cot into a weldinc course through IAC and completed it. rAc is
excellent.''

4
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"Gave me moral support. I'm interested in returning to school."

"I was going to drop out of hih school, I dicided to stay."

44 )

There were many more comments along similar veins as those sug:estod
move. Thn comments seen to indicate that rAc in fact was received by
community residents with considerable enthusiasm, and that IAC, as
a practical enterprise, was successful to those with whom it came irto
contact and on whom the follow-up was completed.

Conclusion

On the basis of the infomation we have seen in this part the

following; conclusions about 7:.AC's success and failures seem reasonable:

1. The data indicates that MAC hit the target people for whom the
program was intended.

2. The data show that NAC serviced chiefly those who had 10-2 years of
school, but that others having some college also found MAC useful.

3. Tne data seem to show that 1AC provided services spread as between
the various educational institutions in the target areas -- especially
the community colleges.

4. The follow-up results suggest that NAC has considerable potential
for aiding community persons to enroll in school, and that at least
many now intend to try. However, we have no way of knowing how
many of these people intended to try before they care into contact
with EAC. An assumption is that these people in any case received
encouragement to seek enrollment, and this is supported by comments
made by the respondents to the follow-up.

5. It is likely that the images of the various educational institutions
which YAC serviced was strenghtened by ;.AC's effort in the field.
This conclusion is indirectly drawn from the cooperation received
from community agencies (which we reviewed in Fart 2) and from the
commients made by counselees about the program. It is assumed that
as /AC represents the schools which it services, that comments
about MAC indirectly reflect feelings which people have about the
the schools. That some people who received poor treatment from
a school to which they were referred, and that YAC in turn was
blamed seems to suplort the idea that the reverse would hold true.

6. SAC probably needs to review its personnel training with reference to
some comments which were made about the knowledgeability of the
para-professionals. However, as these comments were very small
in number (i.e., one person made this complaint), and as any
contradictory comments were made, this is probably not a serious
matter.

7. KAC, for its first year of operation, was probably a moderate
success. Tut the nature of that success, taken against the
background of the program's history mould stem to strongly sug cst
that EAC is on the threshold of opening up an entirely new dimension
in community counseling and in school e.)m7mnity relations.
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be will here summarise, part by part, what has pone efore

in order to recap the important hiGhliahts of the en;ire report.

In this way we can reaain any perspective lost while reading the

details contained herein.

Part 1 Description

1. Oar review of the urban arand within which T:AC operated
revealed that the second laraert educational onterprice in
the nation, which serves nearly BC0,000 elementary, secondary,
and community colleae students, has been unable to meet the
educational needs of residents livinG: in the poverty areas.

2. The worst poverty areas in Los Anaelcs County are located in
14 communities which are parts of the South Central and
East Central Los '.no-lea areas. ::oasin6, employment, income,
and educational attajnacnt in thrre are-s are far below
fiaures for t':r rocat of the or). ata.

3. Je)or educatisn anC, 1,ft am mployment are closely asceoiated
with civil dirarder.

4. bel:ations :oa.o. ..cLanl: ir

tie schools aervinc them are poor, and characterized by distrust,
poor , communications, and dislike of school facilities,
teacher abiliti-s, and the sborto(e of eo'.:naeI

Lids in r,ducina the severity of the above eanditions
travo1ina directly inta t'o com-an!ties concerned tabinG
it i-fo]mation tihich CO a lead to school enrolla,nt, Letter
employ:rent, thereby belpina to alleviate tensions resl:ltina in
civil dimorder. lourt.or, this service enables cemaunity
residents to actively seek educational and vocatinal op,ortuni-
ties available to thTm, thereby aidiha them in acheivina
ilproved enhancement of self -_...; es in terra of iride,
on accorlichaent.

G. L'ILC is funded by the Coordiratina Council for alaher Education
and the comaunity col]e,e district under provisions af Title
of the n65 Hiher Educaton Act.

7. Edward Robin; s, now Dec,n of ,students at Ios Anaelos Trade
Technical ColleGe, wrote the prcaosal under which :1C vas
funded.

C. lfC's Turposes include the extension of the councelira services
available at Los Ant:eles City Colley e, which operated 11C, the
community colleLe district, the adult schools, and the occupa-
tional skill centers into the communities they serve. Farther,
IIAC seeks to provide counnelint to persons who aiaht not other-
wise Get it, especially inner city resiri.-nt: floc, :AC
reeks to provide i,:adiate resew to inforration reaarding all
types of oThcational opportunities available to residents in
the disavantaced arras. nAc attempts to provide role modals
in the form of student cou:,selin :ssistants with whom cof!-
manity nenters can identify. :AC seeks to prepare penile for
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further counselin;: at the apropiatr echoe,ls. FAC seeks to
improve the imager:, of t'no -,oh001.6 it ropresentE, and it seeks
to build a new cemunications link between the community and
its schools.

9. MAC operatcs in 4 tr,t areas composed of the 14 worst ghetto
con unities in thr c,unty. (Ceo map page 10.)

10. pAC experienced many difficulties, from delays in procuring
the van, staff changes, problems in deciding on aims, trouble
in implementing, the program (see Item 8 in appendix), and
operating problems with the van while in the field. For all
that however, MAC accomplished much in terms of creating
working relrtions with other schools--particularly the adult
schools--and with other agencies through the Welfare Planning
Council.

11. IIAC was lauched on April 2, 1970 by an open house which attracted
nearly 80 guests which included'over 50 representatives'from
the mass media--including radio and television--and numerous
off-campus representatives from the didtrict offices, adult
schools, and other educational institutions. (Pee appendix Item
2)

Part 2 Operation

:1. VAC is housed in a modified mobile home built to staff speci-
fications by education Technology Inc. It is 26 feet long
and 8 feet wide, contains four counseling cubicles, a lounge,
small library, and bath. (See appendix Item 7 for diagram
of floorplan and further expanation.)

2. During a time period equivalent to the funding period ;;AC operated
only 13 of all work days excluding weekends and holidays.
(See pages 16 and 17 for important qualifications of this.)

3. During only 34 ' days of operation 'AC intersected 939 visitors
and counseled 180 people. 'c;eekly breakdowns and analysis of
field experences are given beginning on page 18 in the body of
the report. These experiences arc analized, with the use of
numerical tables, on a daily and weekly basis.

4. Our digression beginning on pa.L:e 26 indicates that :,AC can
improve on its effectiveness by controlling as :such as possible
the five variables identified as important to that effectiveness.
The digression nay also hint as to possible methodoloL,ical
techniques useable in examining the proi:ram's progress, and in
planning future operations.

5. That I-AC was able to meet so large a number of people, and to
counsel so cemparitively high a number of people, suggests
that ;AC is indeed effective in terms of establishing communi-
cations with the relevant communities, and providing a useful
service to then.

Fart 3 Findings

1. 3AC counseled persons who were 95; from an ethnic croup
identified as disadvana,ed.

2. 56; of persons counseled had completed 10-12 year:; of school,
and 81: expressed a desire to attend a trade school, co:m.unity

5. 6
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collc6e, or a ult school.
3. 4C6 of referrals reported were to an adult school or

occupational center, indicating thct ;.AC indeed serves a
variety of schools.

4. Of the 93 persons on who:. follow -up information was collected,
90: had a referral made, went to the indicated schools,
and of these 3C got enrolled. Although the raw figures are
small, these results sua;est that ;,:AC is effective in
disseminating useful information, and more important, suet
the considerable potential of ?".AC ;riven good manaGement of
its operations.

5. Of the follow-up group, 92V: said they found the r.AC interview
useful, and judgin- from comments of 60 persons interviewed,
many of the councelees seemed quite enthusiastic. (Jee
pages 43 and 44.) This adds support to the assumption
that taAC in fact provided a needed service to the communities,
and that the information disseminated was indeed of the kind
desired by community residents.

`;:e move now to our final conclusions.
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The careful n-adier will know that wide Eeneralizations laded

on the information in the s reort w-nld be risky. t3t...11, there

does seem to be considerable evidence to support the conclusion

that ;'AC waa able to attain many of its stcted surposer. I:AC also

sevms to have been able to explore the viability of a mobile counoelind

center set within the context of the 3os Anuoles urban scene, and

there ic ,-,vidence to indioato thmt is indeed a useful and

I.ro::,a3:ly an e;:citisn.; now concept. In conclusion then:

1. There is a need to ta*s the educational institution out
into the disadvantaged urban comemnitdos, and therewith, to
nrovide educational information to the poor, the .dissatisfied,
tho.6ropTout, the unempl9yed, .'nd. to those who have not
benefitted from the vaht re:sourced .(inerated by our hi:J-1

c,...nru-ption economy.

2. There is a need to no;' unice.-AHons links between

the schools, Itivinesdes, arel c-::onsich 7re pe.rt of the:

disadvantaEed nvb-n e-.:unitiee.
:Lrous people are misinformed as to the real educational
opportunities available to them, and nany others are poorly
informed.
Fany people living in the disadvantaed cab
arc nnablo to acbniro there

are tranhieprt 17roblemd -,2.7e .7- '..ard.sbsel to

at ,,. ,iven ir.:Aitr,tion, their are lancuace -carnicrs, and
indeed, cultural obstacles.
Corn unity businesses and other a;encies and schools sea: to
welcome the kind of service irovided by YAC.

6. The mb3-:e-up of the !:AC staff in terms of ethnic identifi.:aton
with community residents, To.heh5i..n of a Lord benA.-tivity
to coreunity problems, b;. ,1 al-osrs to have been
peed.

7. Field experiences in ;'AC seem to :! ;o': tht, it showed i_ood
tuccese in ter -s of interseetiri: relatively 1 ur, e numbeb or
people spread acres: a 60 bd.luErc mile area at relatively low cost.
A comarable effort employinL a comparable num;er of irofessional
counselors for the operating; time would have cost fear tires
the c: .punt sp-nt by the ':AC pro[ran.

8. From comments expresed 1y persons with when IAC cane into
contact, from the interest and enthusiasm shown for the proL;r2n
Ly community agencies and businesses, from the wide cooperation
received by the prop rem, it seers clear that T:ItC accomplished
such in terms of irprovinj the imae of Los Alb:cies City
Collecet the con unity collec,e district, and the other
schools which 1."AC represented.

5 2
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9. YolJew-up results on persons counseled by 11C se:-m to

show that IAC shows great promise in terms of incrcasin
the interest of community residents in educational opportun-
ities, motivsting them to actively explore those opportunities,
and ultimately of enrolling them into an educational program.

10. Counselees seen more at ease and responsive when talking
to a counselor who is similarly dressed, who communicates
information wer, end. who shows genuine concern for the
coun2elees needs. Hence tle importance of the counselor
being sensitive to the conditions characteristic of the
area he works in, and even more important, of his being
sensitive to the feelings of the person he is talking with.

11. Given that MAC was able to operate only a relatively short
time; given that those operations were frequently interrupted
by technical difficulties; given that the mass media could
have been more effectively utilized; given that 939 people
visited the van; given that 100 people received counseling
during 11Q- work hours spre.d over only 34 days; given that
MAC was well received by community residents, businesoes and
other schools; given that of t140 follow-up people 20.;; went
to the school referred, of these got enrolled, and 75;
say they intend to visit the referal school; and given the
interest, enthusiasm, and dedication shown by students,
counselors, teachers, businessmen, community representitives
it seems fair to conclud that MAC did a good job vis-a-vis
its purposes, and, of greater importance, that rAc shows
considerable potential indeed for opening up a new and
promising area of community counseling, and for developing
that area.

12. Los Angeles City College can be very iroud of the Nooile
;Avisement Center.
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On the basis of this essay and from my experiences while working

with the kol:ile Advisement Center, the following reccmmendations

are made:

1. Pcobile Adviseront Center should Oe continued.
2. The program staff could usefully be trimmed to reduce cost

and to increase effectiveness. A viable scheme based on my
study of the budget would be to have a half-time director,
a half-time assistant to the director, two consultants, and
four student counseling assistants.

3. The operating week should be reduced from six days to a min-
imum of four days with some flexibility allowed for special
stops as these arise. This will allow the administrative
staff time needed to maintain existing contacts with other
agencies and the media, and it will allow the staff time
necessary to keep a further accurate accounting of the
program's progress. Time under this scheme would also
be provided to plan additional efforts in terms of :AC's
potential.

4. Stores in the SC areas should continue to be visited. Also,
in thoSe areas, special preparatory efforts such as the one
at Lincoln Adult School should be attempted. Parks and
housing projects could be further explored as well.

5. Markets in the EC areas could also be visited more, and, as
well, more special cooperative ventures should be planned and
implemented. 17171, save for special occasions, might be
usefully excluded for further IIAC visits. housing projects
could be explored more.

6. 11AC should ex,lore other areas of endeavor, specifically those
connected with providing aid to veterans. Planning on
this should begin forthwith in order to take a,:vantage of
cooperation with other veteran programs now in the nascent
state. This is an important area to he explored.

7. FAC has hiterto been somewhat isolated from other efforts
being conducted on the I.A.C.C. campus. This should cease.
Woekshops involving professional counselors, instructors,
and students should be planned and implemented in crder to
articulate ways by which IIAC can become effectively integrated
into other on campus programs. Examples are the student
counseling assistant program, the veterans program, and
those other pro rams coming out of the special services
section.

8. YAC could actively meek to create cooperative efforts with
similar outreach prograris currently in existence. Further,
IAC should seek and explore new avenues whereby its counseling
could be bolstered and improved. I an talking about articulating
agreements with other agencies which provide counseling and
educational instruction by means of which ;',AC would become an
integral part of those similar counseling efforts. Exam, les

are cooperative agreements with Youth Training and Empleyment,
Comsunity Efforts Inc., Cot unity Plaza, churel:ce, and even
the State Imiloyment Service.
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9. Panding of tne ).dvisement Center should seriously
be considered by the Community College Board Trustees.
These gentleren (and a. lady) must of course decide on this
matter, each according to personal judgement. J trust thet
this report may be of some aid.

10. Nor should the Coordinntin,; Council overlook the possibility
of providing additional funding even for a third year. It

is clear that such eutragecus considerction mho-Id exact
careful study by thr council, inasmuch no any probsdit.y of
ncb'itional geuld rrron worthy IAC

the second of its kind to operate, and the first of its
kind to operate in the Los Angeles urban metropolis actin;
a new careers cohcept whcrein s;ocially students
m.ctlaily do ernnoling. It clear to the initiated, thmt
truly vis'le psoormms do not nesesa?-:ily drvolcp in .,sc
year or two--or even three. The urban scene will trouble
sun until well into the millenium, and the tim is ood to
attempt to build pro ;rams like I:AC into permanent features
of ths c scene. It is not true that nen must always loom
after it is too late.
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